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Abstract This paper proposes a cutting plane algorithm for solving 0-1 bilinear knapsack problem (BK), a special 

kind of integer quadratic programming problem in which a bilinear function ctx + dty + xtCy is to be maximized 

subject to disjoint knapsack constraints on x and y. This problem has applications in bipartite matching, multi-attribute 

utility analysis, cutting stock problems, and so on. 

The main purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the practicality of cutting plane algorithm which is an elaboration 

of similar algorithms proposed for bilinear linear programming problems and convex maxirnization problems. It will 

be shown that a very effective cut can be generated without excessive amount of computation and that our approach is 

potentially advantageous over the standard linearization approach. 

1. Introduction 

This paper proposes a finitely convergent cutting plane algorithm for 

solving 0-1 bilinear knapsack problem (BK) , a special type of 0-1 integer 

quadratic programming problem to be defined below: 

maximize CP(X, y) 

m 
(BK) subject to Y a.x. 

i~l '2.. '2.. 

n 
L b.y. 

j=l J J 

m n m n 
L ().x. + L d.y • + L L (). oX.y . 

i=l '2.. '2.. j=l J J i=lj-l '2..J '2.. J 

~ aO' xie:{O, I}. i=l, ... , m, 

~ bo ' y.e:{O, I}, j=l . . . , n . 
J 

This problem has applications in bipartite matching problems, cutting stock 

problems, multi-attribute utility analysis to name only a few. BK is the 

simplest discrete analogue of the bilinear linear programming problem (BL): 
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maximize 

(BL) subject to 

Algorithm for Bilinear Knapsack Problems 

m n m n 
L c.x. + L d.y . + L LC,.:x:.y. 

i=l 1- 1- j=l J J i=lj=l 1-J 1- J 

m 
L a .x. ::: ar , 

i=l n 1-

n 
L b .y. < b , 

j=l SJ J - S 
H=l, ... , l; y .';::0, 

J 
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i=l, ... , m, 

j=l, ... , n. 

which has attracted more attention in reeent years. For example, the present 

author proposed a cutting plane algorithln [8] and showed that it pertains to 

many real world applications [9]. Readers are referred to [3, 4, 8, 13, 15] 

for algorithms and to [2, 9, 12, 14] for applications of BL. 

It is true that BK can be reformulated as a standard 0-1 integer linear 

program by introducing new variables and constraints [6]. But this manipula

tion usually i.ncreases the size of the problem and destroys the problem 

structure. 

The algorithm to be developed in this paper, on the other hand, directly 

exploits the special structure of the problem like the ones proposed by the 

present author for BL [8] and for convex maximization problem [10]. This 

algorithm consists of two subprocedures. One is to obtain a local maximum 

which amounts to solving a sequence of 0-1 knapsack problems and small scale 

0-1 integer linear programs. The other is to adjoin a cutting plane which 

eliminates a local maximum and yet does not eliminate any solution potentially 

better than the current incumbent. It will be shown in Section 3 that cut 

coefficients can be obtained by solving parametric knapsack problems (or 

parametric linear programming problems). Also, fin~te convergence of the 

algorithm is established without using expensive cuts such as disjunctive 

face cut [12]. 

Though this algorithm can be easily extended to general 0-1 bilinear 

integer programs (e.g., bilinear assignment problem), we will concentrate 

here on BK bec:ause (i) it is one of the most important problems in this class 

and (ii) its structure pertains to various algorithmic elaboration. Numerical 

results on this algorithm for the problems of the size up to m=20, n=lOO will 

be reported in Section 4. All the test problems were solved successfully 

within a reasonable amount of time. 

2. Alternate Mountain Climbing to Obtain a Local Star Maximum 

Consider a 0-1 bilinear knapsack problem: 
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(2.1) 
{

maximize 

subject to 

where 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

t(x, y) 

H. Konno 

m n m n 
I c.x. + I d.y. + I L c. oX.y . 

i=l 1., 1., j=l J J i=lj=l 1.,J 'Z- J 

x.dO, I}, 
'Z-

i=l, ... ,m} 

j=l •.. , n} 

It will be assumed throughout that ai's and bj's are positive integers and 

that c.'s, d.'s and c . . 's are (not necessarily positive) integers. Also, we 
1., J 1.,J 

will assume that Xort, YOrt and that (x*, y*) is the current incumbent, i.e., 

the best feasible solution of (2.1) identified to date. 

A natural step to obtain a local maxinrum is to maximize t by alternately 

fixing the value of x or y, which amounts to solving a sequence of knapsack 

problems. To simplify the notation, let 

(2.4) KX(Y) : maximize {<p(x, y) x E X} 

(2.5) Ky (;1:): maximize {t(x y) y E Yo} 
0 

The set Xc Xo is initially taken to be XO' in which cases KX (y) as well as 
o 

Ky (x) is a 0-1 knapsack problem. Note, however, that constraints will be 
o 

added to Xo in the later steps of the algorithm, so that KX(Y) will, in 

general, be a 0-1 integer program without special structures. 

o 0 Procedure AMC(X, Yo; x , y) (Alternate Mountain Climbing) 

Step O. 
o 0 

Given x EXO and y EYO' let k=l. 

Step 1. Obtain an optimal solution xk of KX(yk-l) and an optimal 

k k 
solution y of Ky (x ). 

o 

Step 2. 
k k k-l k-l If t(x , y ) > t(x ,y ), then let k=k+l and go to Step 1. 

k k Otherwise, let (x, y) = (x , y ) and go to Step 3. 

Step 3. If t(x, y) > t(x*, y*), then let (x*, y*) = (x, y) and halt. 

The pair of points, (x, y) defined above will be called a locally maximal 

pair. 
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Theorem 1. o Procedure AMC(X, Yo; y ) generates a locally maximal pair in 

finitely many steps. 

Proof: Follows from the finiteness of X and Yo and from the monotoni·

cally increasing property of the sequence ~(xk, yk). 11 

Once a locally maximal pair is reached, one cannot improve the objective 

function by fixing either x equal to X or y equal to y. In this case, one 

will switch to a semi-global optimization process. 

Let x(i) be the i-th complement of a:e:X
O

' Le., 

(2.6) '" (i) = ('" , '" 1 '" '" '" ) '" "'1 """'i-l' -"'i''''i+l' """'m 

and let 

(2.7) I(x) = {i 1 x(i) e: X}. 

Definition. (x, y) is a local star maximum if (x, y) is a locally 

maximal pair and 

(2.8) 

holds for all ieI(x). 11 

It is easy to see that the procedure defined below generates a local 

star maximum i.n finitely many steps. 

Procedure SGO (X, YO~ (Semi-Global Optimization) 

Step O. o Choose y e:Y
O 

arbitrarily. 

Step 1. o 0 Execute AMC(X, Yo: x , y ) and let (x, y) be a locally 

maximal pair. 

Step 2. If max {~(x(i), y) 1 ye:Yo} ~ ~(x, y), V ie:I(x) , then halt. 

Otherwise, go to Step 3. 

Step 3. Let yO.y where ye:YO satisfies ~(x(i) , y) > ~(x, y) for some 

ie:I(x). Go to Step 1. 

3. Cutting Planes from a Local Star Maximum 

Given a local star maximum (x, y), the next step is to introduce a cutting 

plane which eliminates x and yet does not eliminate any xe:XO for which 

(3.1) 
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Such a cutting plane will be called "valid". Note that (3.1) is tantamoltnt to 

(3.2) 

since a.' s, d.' s, a .. ' s as well as X.' s· and y .' s are integers. 
1.- J 1.-J 1.- J 

(3.3) 

For simplicity, let 

z. = [Xi' 
1.- 1 _ x., 

1.-

so that z = 0 corresponds to X. 

if X. 0 
1.-

if X. '"' 1 1.-

i 1, ... , m 

Let ljJ(z, y) be the expression of et>(x, y) relative to a new set of 

variables, i.e., 

et> (x, y) 

(3.4) 

m n m n 
L e.x. + L d.y . + L La .. x.y. 

i=l 1.- 1.- j=l J J i=lj=l 1.-J 1.- J 

m n m n 
L y.z. + L 8.y. + L L y . . z .y . + et> (x, 0) 

i=l1.- 1.- j=lJ J i=lj=l1.-J 1.- J 

= ljJ(z" y) 

Also, lE\t 

(3.5) 

i where A~O and e represents the i-th unit vector. Note that 

(3.6) g. (0) .. et> (x ,- y) 
1.-

since by·definition, 

Lermna 2: g. is convex 
1.-

on [0, (0) for all-i. 

Proof: The maximum of the right hand side of (3.5) is attained 

0 
i 

Hence we have by (3.6) z '!' or at z = Ae since ljJ is linear in z. 

(3.7) 

where 
n 

(3.8) h.(A) = max { L (8 .+y . . A)y· 1 YEYOhy.A+C/>(X, 0) 
1.- j=l J. 1.-J J 1.-

either at 

It is straightfo.rward to see that h. is convex, hence g. is convex via (3.7) 11 .' 1.- 1.-

(3.9) 

Givehg., let 
1.-
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Lemma 3: ~.>o for all i. 
't. 

Also ~i~l for all i such that x(i)EX
O

• 

Proof: ~.>O follows from the definition 

0.6) and conv~xity of g.. If x(i)£X. then 

(3.9) by noting the relation 

'Z-

hi(l) = max {4>(x(i). y) 1 YEY
O

} ::: <f>(x. y) 

since (x. y) is a local star maximum. Also if X(i)EXO-X. then 

hi (1) = max {<I><x(i) • y) 1 yEY
O

} ~ <l><x*·. y*) + 1 

since xCi) has been cut off by a valid cut adjoined earlier. Therefore. 

g.(l) = max {4>(x. y). h.(l)} ~ 4>(x*. y*) + 1 
'Z- 't. 

. A(i) ( ) for all 'Z- such that x EX
O

• The lemma follows from this by nO.ting 3.6 

and the convexity of gi· 11 

Let us define mutually exclusive sets of indices: 

(3.10) I .. {i A. < co} 
'L 

(3.11) J = {i A. = co} 
'Z-

For iEJ. let 

G. (~) = min {1jJ(z. y) :! i 
YEY

O
} (3.12) 

'Z-
-~e ~zSO; 

0.13) o. = max {~ 1 G.(~) :S 4>(x*. y*) + 1} 
'Z- 't. 

LeR1l1a 4: 0.>0 for all iEJ. 
't. 

Proof: Follows from the continuity of G. and from G.(O) 
't. 'L 

:S 4>(x*. y*) + 1. 11 

Theorem 5: 

(3.14) L z./~. - L z./O. ~ 1 
iEI 't. 'Z- iE.T 'Z- 'Z-

is a valid cut. 
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Proof: This can be proved by applying a general theorem established in 

[7]. but we will give an elementary proof for completeness. Let 

(3.15) Z = {ZERm 
1 L z./A. - L z./O. s I, z~ ~ O. i= 1 •.•.• m} 

iEI 'Z- 'Z- iEJ 't. 1, .. 

One needs to show 

(3.16) 
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It is easy to see that the extreme points of Z are given by 

i <;' i z = A.e , 
1.. 

iEI 

and the extreme directions of Z are given by 

(i) 

(H) 

i , j€J. 

A j ~ i 
~.e + A.e , 

J 1.. 
jU, iEI. 

where ei and ej are the i-th and j-th unit vector, respectively. Hence Z€Z 

can be expressed as 

where 

Le. 
iEI 1.. 

1, e .~o, V iEI; a .~o, V j€J; a .. 2:0, 
1.. J 1..J 

V iEI, 

so that 

I/J(z, y) \ i \ j \\ jAi 
L. e.l/J(z , y) + L. a.l/J(e , y) + L. L. a .. 1/J(jJ.e +A.e , y) 

iEI 1.. j€J J iEIjU 1..J J 1, 

Hence 

~ L e.max{l/J(zi, y)ly€Yo} + L a.max{l/J(ej , y)IYEYO} 
iEI 1.. jEJ J 

+ L L a .. max{I/J(\l.e
j 

+ ~.ei, y) IYEYO} 
iEIjU 1..J J 1.. 

The first term of the right hand side is less than ~(x*, y*) + 1 since 

max {I/J(zi, y) I y€YO} ~ <p(x*, y*) + 1, ViEI, since (x, fJ) is a local star 

maximum. 

(Note A. = 00). In addition, 
J 

~ max {1/J(Aiei , y) I YEYO} - min {I/J(-Oje
j

, y) I YEYO} 

~ {~(x*, y*) + 1} - {~(x*, y*) + 1} 

o 
This establishes (3.16). I I 
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Corollary 6: 

(3.17) L z./'A . .:?: 1 
id 'l- ,~ 

is a valid cut. 

Proof: Let Z£R
m 

be a 0-1 point which is potentially better than the 

current incumbent. By theorem 5, we have 

L z./A. ~ 1 + L z./O. ~ 1 
id 'l- 'l- j£J J J 

which implies that (3.17) is valid. 1 I 

For those i's for which x(i) t XO' Xi can be strictly less than 1. 

367 

However, a very simple geometric observation leads us to the following theorem: 

Theorem 7: Let 

(3.18) X. = max {1, A.} 
'l- 'l-

then 

(3.19) L Z ./x, ;~ 1. 
i£I 'l- 'l-

is a valid cut. 

Proof: It suffices to show that all 0-1 points satisfying L z./~. > 1 
id 'l- 'l-

also satisfies L z./X. ~ 1. Let 
i£I 'l- 'l-

L=iiIA.<l}cI 
'l-

and assume that there exists a 0-1 vector z such that L Z./A. ~ 1 and 
id 'l- 'l-

L z./X. < 1. Then 
id'l- 'l-

L Z./A. + L z./A. > 1 
i£L 'l- 'l- i£I-L 'l- 'l--

L z. + L Z./A. < 1 
i£L 'l- i£I-L 'l- 'l-

which implies that there exists at least one iEL for which z. # 0, i.e., 
'l-

z. = 1. 
'l-

This in turn i.mplies that L z ./A. < 0, a contradiction. 11 
i£I-L 'l- 'l-

- irrzi/Oi ~ 1 may not be a valid cut since 

need not be less than or equal to ~(x*, y*) + 1. 
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Now we are ready to present the cutting plane algorithm for solving 0-1 

bilinear knapsack problems: 

Cutting Plane Algorithm CBK(XO'~O) 

Step O. Let X = XO' 

(3.20) 

Step 1. Execute SGO (X, 1
0
), 

Step 2. Compute ~.'s and p.'s for iEI and jEJ. 
'I- J 

X := xn {z 1 L z./f... - L z./o.. <: 1} 
iEI 'I- 'I- jEJ'I- 'I-

Step 3. If X+~ then go to Step 1. Otherwise, stop «x*, y*) is an 

optimal solution of (2.1». 

Theorem 9. CBK(X
O

' 10) generates an optimal solution of 0-1 bilinear 

knapsack problems in finitely many steps. 

Proof: At least one integral point of X is eliminated every time a new 

cut is adjoined. Hence X will become empty after finitely many cuts are 

added to XO' 11 

Several comments are in order. First, formula (3.20) may be replaced by: 

(3.21) X := X n {z 1 L Z ./X. > I} 
iEI'I- '1--

without invalidating Theorem 9. Second, we would have a deeper cut (i.e., 

A. 's and 
'I-

would be 

l/o..'s are larger) if we have a better incumbent (x*, y*). Hence it 
J 0 0 

advisable to execute procedure AMC(X
O

' 10 ; x , y ) by taking seve"cal 
o 0 randomly chosen starting points x , y , prior to the start of CBK(X

O
' Y

O
)' 

Many efficient algorithms have been proposed for 0-1 knapsack problems and 

this pre-computation would certainly be paid off. Third, we need to solve 

parametric knapsack problems (3.8), (3.12) to compute the exact value of ~.'s 
'I-

and o.j's. However, several efficient approximation procedures are available, 

two of which will be described in the appendix. Fourh, the algorithm devel

oped in this paper can in principle be adapted to general bilinear program

ming problems with 0-1 variables: 
m n m n 

maximize L Cl.X. + L d.y. + L L Cl • .:x:.y . 
i=l 'I- 'I- j-l J J i-lj=l 'l-J 'I- J 

m 
subject to L a .::c. ~ aro ' 1" I, ... , p; 

i=l1"!.. 'I-
(3.22) 

n 
L b .y. ~ b 

80' 
8 = I, ... , q; 

j=! SJ J 
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l 
x.€ {O, U, i 1, ... , m; 

1-

y .€ {O, 1}, j 1, ... , n . 
J 

Typically our algorithm is expected to work more efficiently on th1.s problem 

when m is relatively small (m~30) and x is tightly constrained. It is also 

desirable that: constraints in y-space to have some nice structure (e.g. 

assignment constraints) so that subprob1,em in y-space, can be solved efficient-

1y. 

4. Results of Numerical Experiments 

was 

We solved about eighty.BK's using CBK(X
O

' Y
O
), in which.formu1a (3.20) 

replaced by (3.21). Standard DP algorithm was used to solve Ky (x), 
o 

whereas a modified version of RIP-30C code [5] was used to solve ~(y). We 
o 0 applied procedure AMC(XO' Y

o
; x , y ) ten times using ten randomly generated 

starting solutions, prior to the execution of CBK(XO'.YO)' Also, discrete 

search scheme given in appendix was used to obtain cut coefficients. Program 

was coded in FORTRAN IV and computation 'was done on HITAC M/170. The main 

purpose of this experiment was (i) to demonstrate the practicality of our 

approach and (ii) to count the number of cuts to be added before termination 

to check the E!ffectiveness of cutting planes. 

Tables 1 and 2 list some of the results. The density of nonzero coef

ficients Cl •• ' El were in the range of 20 to 50 percent. It turned out that 
1-J 

optimal solutions have been found for more tlian 90%of'our test problems by 
o 

applying procedure AMC(XO' YO; y ) ten times before the start of CBK(XO' YO)' 

Table 3 shows the statistics for 59 test problems of size (m, n) (20, 40). 

Total CPU tiw! shows a large standard deviation as is the case for most 

integer programming problems. Standard deviation of the number of added cuts, 

on the other hand, is rather small. 42 out of 59 test problems were solve.d 

by adding no more than 3 cuts. This shows that our cut is usually very deep. 

Another code Ilsing more efficient branch and bourid algori'thm for solving 

Ky (x) ([1, 11]) and Newton-type procedure to obtain cut coefficient [13] 
o ..-

is now under development. Our tentative target is to solve problems of si.ze 

m=40. The results of experiments using this code will be reported elsewhere. 
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Table 1 m - 10 

number of number of times total CPU n added cuts AMC was applied time (sec) 

10 1 3 2 

20 3 126 5 

30 1 5 4 

40 2 40 8 

50 2 33 11 

60 2 41 14 

70 3 52 30 

100 3 61 41 

Table 2 m = 20 

number of number of times total CPU n added cuts AMC was applied time (sec) 

20 2 623 9 

30 1 57 19 

40 4 1152 55 

50 6 46875 584 

60 6 16102 280 

70 8 16842 389 

100 7 24212 451 

Also Table 3 shows the statistics for 59 randomly generated 20 x 40 

test problems. 

Table 3 

number of total CPU 
added cuts time (sec) 

Average 2.9 64.4 

Minimum 1 7 

Maximum 9 265 

Standard 1.6 64.6 deviations 
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Appendix 

Approximate Procedures to Obtain Coefficients of a Valid Cut. 

One has to compute h.(A) to obtain an exact value of cut coefficients 
"l-

~i in (3.9), which amounts to solving a parametric knapsack problem: 

(A.l) 

n n 
maximize { L (cS. + Ay . . )y. I L b.y. ~ bO' 

j=l J "l-J J j .. l J J 

y • .. {a, I}, 
J 

j .. 1, ••• , m} 

Unfortunately, however, there exists no efficient procedure to solve a 

parametric integer program, so that one needs a procedures to obtain an 

approximation A.' of A •• Note that A.' should be no greater than A~ in 
"l-"l-"l- v 

order that the resulting cut is a valid one. 

(A.2) 

where 

(A.3) 

Procedure 1. (LP Relaxation) 

Let 

A. ' 
1, 

h.' (A) 
1, 

max {A I h.'(A) S ~(x*, y*) + I} 
"l-

n n 
max { L (cS. + Ay . . )y. I L b.y .SbO' 

j=l J "l-J J j=l J J 

j 2 1, ... , n}+ YiA + ~(x, 0) 

371 

Ai' is expected to give a good approximation of ~i· Moreover, Ai'$~i 
since hi'(A) ~ hi(A) for all A~O. What has to be solved here is a parametric 

linear programming problem instead of a parametric knapsack problem. 

The second one is a simple search procedure which uses the convexity 

of h .• 
"l-

Procedure 2. 

Step o. 

Step 1. 

Step 2. 

Step 3. 

Step 4. 

(Discrete Search) 

Let a>O, e>l, A=l+a 

Compute (J. (A) 
"l-

If (J.(A»~(X*, y*)+l, then let a=a/2, A=l+a and go to 
"l-

Step 1. Otherwise let A=eA and go to Step 3. 

Compute (J. (A) • 
"l-

If (J.(A)S~(X*, y*)+l, then A=SA and go to Step 3. 
"l-

Otherwise le A.'=A/S and stop. 
"l-

A.' computed by this procedure gives an underestimate of ~. for iEI(x). 
"l- "l-
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